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The aim of this paper is to discuss the existence and uniqueness of the Cauchy
problem for a conservation law of the form
u
t
+
um
x
=0 (m>1)
with _-finite Borel measures as initial conditions. In particular, we also obtain a non-
existence theorem which implies that our results are optimal.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the conservation law of the form
u
t
+
um
x
=0 (1.1)
in QT=R_(0, T ) with initial conditions
u(x, 0)=+(x) (1.2)
for all x # R, where m>1 is a given real number, +=+(x) is a non-negative
_-finite Borel measure in R#(&, +).
Equation (1.1) appears in the theory of traffic flow with the velocity mum&1,
where u is the density of the traffic flow, for example, see M. J. Lighthill
and G. B. Whitham [1], P. I. Richards [2], G. B. Whitham [3]. A typical
example is the Hopf equation in which m=2, see [4].
Equation (1.1) is degenerate at u=0, and therefore has no classical
solution in general. We consider its local BV solutions.
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Definition 1.1 A non-negative function u: QT [ (0, +) is said to be
a solution of (1.1), if u satisfies the following conditions [H1] and [H2]:
[H1] For all R # (0, +) and all s # (0, T ), we have
u # L(0, T ; L1(&R, R)) & L((&R, R)_(s, T )) & BV((&R, R)_(s, T )).
[H2] For any , # C 0 (QT) with ,0, we have
||
QT \ |u&k|
,
t
+|um&km |
,
x+ dx dt0 \k # R.
Definition 1.2 A non-negative function u: QT [ (0, +) is said to be
a solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1)(1.2), if u is a solution of (1.1) and
satisfies the initial condition (1.2) in the following sense:
ess lim
t  0 + |R (x) u(x, t) dx=|R (x) d+(x)
for all  # C 0 (R).
Our main results are the following theorems.
Theorem 1.1. Let + be a non-negative _-finite Borel measure satisfying
the following growth condition
Mr#sup
R>r \R&m(m&1) |
0
&R
d++<+ for some r # (0, +). (1.3)
Then the Cauchy problem (1.1)(1.2) has a unique solution u in QT(+) such
that
&u( } , t)&L 1 (&R, 0)#1Rm(m&1)Mr \R>r (1.4)
&u( } , t)&L  (&R, 0)#2R1(m&1) _Mr+\Mrt +
1m
& \R>r (1.5)
for a.e. t # (0, Tr(+)), where
Tr(+)=#3M &(m&1)r , T(+)= lim
r  +
Tr(+),
and #1 , #2 , and #3 are positive constants depending only on m.
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Theorem 1.2. Assume that
&*(x)= :

i=1
2 i*$(x+2i ), * # R,
where $(x) is the Dirac mass centered at the origin in R. If +=&* and
*>m(m&1), then the Cauchy problem (1.1)(1.2) has no solution in QT for
all T # (0, +).
Remark 1.1 We easily check that &* satisfies the growth condition (1.3)
if and only if *m(m&1). Therefore, by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, if +=&* ,
then *m(m&1) is the necessary and sufficient condition for the Cauchy
problem (1.1)(1.2) to have a solution in QT for some T>0. Thus, the
growth condition (1.3) in Theorem 1.1 is optimal.
The existence and uniqueness of solutions for the Cauchy problem
(1.1)(1.2) in the case + # L have studied by a number of authors, for
example, Chen Guiqiang [5], E. Conway and J. Smoller [6], R. Courant
[7], R. Courant and K. Friedrichs [8], R. Courant and P. D. Lax [9],
M. G. Crandall and A. Majda [10], C. Dafermos [11], R. DiPerna [12, 13],
J. Glimm [14], S. Kruzkov [15], A. Majda [16, 17], A. I. Vol’pert and
S. I. Hudjaev [18], Wu Zhuoqun and Yin Jingxue [19].
In addition, for solutions of the conservation law
u
t
+
,(u)
x
=0,
a general result of existence and uniqueness when the initial data are a
finite Borel measure is proved by T. P. Liu and M. Pierre in [20], where
,: R [ R is locally Lipschitz continuous with ,(0)=0. (The asymptotic
behavior is also studied in [20].)
Recently, for the source-type solutions of the Cauchy problem
{
u
t
+
um
x
=&u p, m>1, p>1,
u(x, 0)=c$(x), x # R,
F. R. Guarguaglini [21] has proved the following results:
(i) if pm+1 neither fundamental nor very singular solutions exist;
(ii) if m<p<m+1 there exists for any c>0 a unique fundamental
solution and in addition a unique very singular solution, which is self-
similar in R_(0, +);
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(iii) if 1<pm there exists for any c>0 a unique fundamental
solution yet no singular solution exists.
Proof of the existence in [20] and [21] are based on the a priori
estimates proved in [22] or [23] as follows:
|
R
|u(x, t+h)&u(x, t)| dx
Ah
t |R |u0(x)| dx \t0, \h>0;
|,(u(x, t))|
A
t |R |u0(x)| dx \t0, a.e. x # R;
|
R
|,(u(x+h, t))&,(u(x, t))| dx
Ah
t |R |u0(x)| dx \t0, \h>0;
|
R
|,(u(x, t+h))&,(u(x, t))| dx
B(t)h
t |R |u0(x)| dx \t0, \h>0,
where u is a solution of the equation of the form
u
t
+
,(u)
x
=&(u)
with initial conditions
u(x, 0)=u0(x) # L1(R),
and , and  are given functions satisfying some structural conditions in R,
A and B are some positive constants.
Clearly, proof of the existence in [20] and [21] cannot be applied to
our case. Our proof of the existence is different from [20] and [21]. It is
based on some local BVt -estimates and some local BVx -estimates (see
Propositions 3.13.3).
In particular, our proof of the uniqueness of solutions is very interesting.
It is also different from [20] and [21], since u  L(R_({, T )) for 0<{<
T<+, in general.
Proof of the existence and uniqueness of Theorem 1.1 are completed in
Sections 4 and 5, respectively. In order to prove these conclusions we need
local BV estimates in Section 3. In Section 6, we shall prove Theorem 1.2.
In the process of proving the local BV estimates in Section 3 and Theorem 1.2,
we shall use some fundamental lemmas in Section 2.
Remark 1.2. Theorem 1.1 implies that the Cauchy problem (1.1)(1.2)
has a global solution in Q#R_(0, +), provided that
lim
r  +
Mr= lim
r  +
sup
R>r \R&m(m&1) |
0
&R
d++=0. (1.6)
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The growth condition (1.6) seems to be necessary, but we are not able to
prove it yet. This is an open and interesting problem.
Throughout this paper, C stands for a positive constant depending only
on m.
2. SOME FUNDAMENTAL LEMMAS
First, we state the following definitions, which can also be found in [18, 19].
Definition 2.1. For a bounded domain O/R, we denote a class of
functions
BV(O)=[ f # L1(O): f $ is a finite Borel measure in O]
with the following modulus:
& f &BV(O)=& f &L 1 (O)+| f | BV(O) ,
where
| f |BV(O)# sup
 # C0
(O), &11 }&|O $f (x) dx } .
Definition 2.2. For a bounded domain G/R_R, we denote a class
of functions
BV(G)={g # L1(G): gx and
g
t
are finite Borel measures in G]
with the following modulus:
&g&BV(G)=&g&L 1 (G)+| g|BVx (G)+| g|BVt(G) ,
where
| g|BVx(G)# sup
, # C0
 (G), &1,1 }&||G
,
x
g dx dt } ,
and
| g|BVt (G)# sup
, # C0
(G), &1,1 }&||G
,
t
g dx dt } .
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Lemma 2.1. Let f : QT [ R be a non-negative function satisfying the
following conditions:
f # L(QT ) & L(0, T ; L1(R)) & BV(QT ). (2.1)
Then f # L(0, T ; L p(R)) for 1p+.
Proof. For = # (0, T2) and * # (0, =), using (2.1), we compute
||
QT&=
’(x, t)[ f (x, t+*)&f (x, t)] dx dt
=&||
QT
[’(x, t)&’(x, t&*)] f (x, t) dx dt
=&* |
1
0 {||QT
’(x, t&*s)
t
f (x, t) dx dt= ds
* |
1
0
| f |BVt (QT ) ds
* | f |BVt (QT )
for all ’ # C 0 (QT&=) with |’|1 on QT&= . This implies that
||
QT&=
| f (x, t+*)& f (x, t)| dx dt* | f |BVt (QT ) , \* # (0, =). (2.2)
For p # [1, +) and h # (0, =), using (2.2), we compute
|
T&=
0 }
1
h |
t+h
t
|
R
f p(x, {) dx d{&|
R
f p(x, t) dx } dt
||
QT&= }
1
h |
t+h
t
f p(x, {) d{& f p(x, t) } dx dt
=||
QT&= }|
1
0
f p(x, t+sh) ds&f p(x, t) } dx dt
|
1
0 {||QT&= | f
p(x, t+sh)& f p(x, t)| dx dt= ds
|
1
0 {||QT&= _ p |
1
0
(%f (x, t+sh)+(1&%) f (x, t)) p&1 d%&
_| f (x, t+sh)& f (x, t)| dx dt= ds
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p & f & p&1L  (QT ) |
1
0 {||QT&= | f (x, t+sh)& f (x, t)| dx dt= ds
p & f & p&1L  (QT ) |
1
0
sh | f |BVt (QT ) ds
ph & f & p&1L  (QT ) | f | BVt (QT ) ,
which implies that
lim
h  0 |
T&=
0 }
1
h |
t+h
t
|
R
f p(x, {) dx d{&|
R
f p(x, t) dx } dt=0 \= # (0, T2).
Therefore, for any = # (0, T2), we have
1
h |
t+h
t
|
R
f p(x, {) dx d{  |
R
f p(x, t) dx (2.3)
for a.e. t # (0, T&=) as h  0.
Using (2.1), we obtain
1
h |
t+h
t
|
R
f p(x, {) dx d{& f & p&1L (QT ) & f &L  (0, T; L1 (R)) \h # (0, =)
for a.e. t # (0, T&=). Letting h  0, by (2.3), we have
|
R
f p(x, t) dx& f & p&1L  (QT ) & f &L (0, T; L 1 (R))
for a.e. t # (0, T&=). Therefore, for a.e. t # (0, T&=), using the above
inequality and Young’s inequality, we get
& f ( } , t)&L p (R)& f & ( p&1)pL  (QT ) & f &
1p
L (0, T; L 1 (R))& f &L (QT )+& f &L  (0, T; L1 (R))
for all p # (1, +). Letting =  0+, we conclude that
& f ( } , t)&Lp (R)& f &L  (QT )+& f &L (0, T; L 1 (R)) \p # (0, +)
for a.e. t # (0, T ). Letting p  +, we obtain
& f ( } , t)&L  (R)& f &L  (QT )+& f &L (0, T; L1 (R))
for a.e. t # (0, T ). Thus the proof of Lemma 2.1 is completed.
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Lemma 2.2 Assume that :>1, ;>1, * # (0, 1), A>0, B>0 are given
real numbers. Let y(t) be the unique smooth solution of the Cauchy problem
y$(t)=B[t&*y:(t)+ y;(t)], y(0)=A. (2.4)
Then we have
0 y(t)21(:&1)A (2.5)
for all t # (0, T(A)), where
T(A)={min {
1
4B(:&1)
A&(;&1) ; %A&(:&1)(1&*)= if :;,
min[2&(;&:)(:&1) A&(;&:)*+ ; %A&(:&1)(1&*)] if :<;.
with %=[(1&*)[4B(:&1)]]1(1&*).
Proof. We consider the following cases: (i) :; and (ii) :<;,
respectively.
(i) :;. Denote a function as
F(t)={A&(:&1)&B(:&1)1&* t1&*&(:&1) BA ;&:t=
&1(:&1)
(2.6)
for all t # (0, T(A)), where
T(A)=min { 14B(:&1) A&(;&1) ; %A&(:&1)(1&*)= .
Clearly, from (2.6), we have
F(0)=A, AF(t)21(:&1) A, \t # (0, T(A)). (2.7)
Using (2.6) and (2.7), we compute
F $(t)&Bt&*F :(t)&BF ;(t)=BF ;(t) {_F(t)A &
:&;
&1=0,
which implies that
F $(t)B[t&*F :(t)+F ;(t)] (2.8)
for all t # (0, T(A)). Applying the comparison principle, by (2.4), (2.7),
and (2.8), we get
y(t)F(t), \t # (0, T(A)). (2.9)
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By (2.7) and (2.9), we have y(t)21(:&1)A for all t # (0, T(A)). Thus, in
the case :;, we obtain (2.5).
(ii) :<;. Denote a function as
G(t)=[A&(:&1)&2B(:&1)(1&*)&1 t1&*]&1(:&1) (2.10)
for all t # (0, T(A)), where
T(A)=min[2&(;&:)[*(:&1)] A&(;&:)* ; %A&(:&1)(1&*)].
Clearly, we have
G(0)=A, t*G ;&:(t)1, AG(t)21(:&1)A, \t # (0, T(A)).
(2.11)
Using (2.10) and (2.11), we compute
G$(t)&Bt&*G:(t)&BG ;(t)=Bt&*G:(t)[1&t*G ;&:(t)]0,
which implies that
G$(t)B[t&*G:(t)+G ;(t)], \t # (0, T(A)). (2.12)
Applying the comparison principle and using (2.4), (2.10)(2.12), we get
y(t)G(t), \t # (0, T(A)).
From (2.11), it follows that y(t)21(:&1) A for all t # (0, T(A)). Thus, (2.5)
is proved in the case :<;. Therefore, the proof of Lemma 2.2 is completed.
In the proof of the uniqueness of Theorem 1.1, we need the following
lemmas.
Lemma 2.3 Let u and v be solutions of (1.1) in QT . Then we have
||
QT _ |u&v|
,
t
+|um&vm |
,
x& dx dt0
and
||
QT _(u&v)+
,
t
+(um&vm)+
,
x& dx dt0
for all , # C 0 (QT) with ,0, where a+#max[a; 0] for all a # R.
The proof can be found in [15].
Using this lemma, we can obtain the following comparison principle.
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Lemma 2.4. Let 7T be the set of solutions of the Cauchy problem (1.1)(1.2)
in QT . Suppose that / # C 0 (R) with 0/(x)1, v is a solution of (1.1)
satisfying the following initial condition
v(x, 0)=/(x) +(x) \x # R. (2.13)
If u # 7T , then v(x, t)u(x, t) for a.e. (x, t) # QT .
Proof. By Definition 1.2, there exists a time sequence [t i]i=1/(0, T )
such that /u( } , ti) # L(R) and
lim
ti a 0
|
R
/(x) u(x, ti ) dx=|
R
/ d+. (2.14)
Let us consider the Cauchy problem
u
t
+
um
x
=0 in Q, (2.15)
u(x, 0)=/(x)u(x, ti) \x # R. (2.16)
By [15], (2.15)(2.16) have a unique solution ui which has the following
property:
0ui (x, t)&ui&L  (QT&ti )#%i<+ for a.e. (x, t) # QT&ti . (2.17)
From / # C 0 (R), it follows that
supp //(&L, L) for some L>0. (2.18)
For any X # (&, %iT ) _ (%i T, +), by a proof in [15] we have that
|
X&%i T
&X+%i T
u i (x\X\L, t)) dx|
X
&X
ui (x\X\L, s)) dx
for a.e. t # (0, T ) and a.e. s # (0, T ) with s<t. Letting s  0 and using (2.17)
and (2.18), we get
|
X&%i T
&X+%i T
u i (x\X\L, t)) dx0
which implies that u(x, t)=0 for a.e. (x, t) # [(&2X&L+%iT, &L&%iT )
_ (L+%i T, 2X+L&%i T )]_(0, T ). Taking X  +, we conclude that
ui (x, t)=0 for a.e. (x, t) # QT "[(&L&%iT, L+%i T )_(0, T )].
(2.19)
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For R>0, we denote a number of non-negative functions
’R # C 0 (R) (2.20)
such that ’R=1 on (&R, R), ’R=0 on R"(&R, R), 0’R1 and |’$R |
CR&1 on R; and denote
Jh(t)=|
t&t1
t&t2
jh(s) ds, (t1<t2), jh(s)=h&1j(h&1s) \s # R
(2.21)
with j # C 0 (R) such that
j(s)0 \s # R; supp j/(&1, 1); |
R
j(s) ds=1.
Choosing ,(x, t)=’R(x) Jh(t) in the second inequality of Lemma 2.3, we
get
||
QT
’R(x) J$h(t)(u i&u)+ dx dt&||
QT
’$R(x) Jh(t)(umi &u
m)+ dx dt
for RL+%i T. Using (2.19) we have
||
QT
’RJ$h(t)(ui&u)+ dx dt0
for RL+%i T. Letting h  0 we have
|
L+%iT
&L&%iT
(ui (x, t2)&u(x, t2))+ dx|
L+%i T
&L&%i T
(ui (x, t1)&u(x, t1))+ dx
for a.e. t1 # (0, T&t i) and a.e. t2 # (0, T&ti) with t1<t2 . Setting t1  0 and
using (2.14), we get
ui (x, t)u(x, t+ti)
for a.e. (x, t) # (&L&%i T, L+%i T )_(0, T&ti). Applying (2.19), we
conclude that
ui (x, t)u(x, t+ti) for a.e. (x, t) # QT&ti . (2.22)
By using Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 2.1, proved by T. P. Liu and M. Pierre
in [20], there exists a subsequence [uin] of [ui] such that
uin  v a.e. in K (2.23)
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for every compact set K/QT , where v is the unique solution of Eq. (1.1)
with initial data (2.13) (see [20]). Using (2.23) and letting i=in  + in
(2.22) we have
v(x, t)u(x, t) for a.e. (x, t) # QT .
Thus the proof of Lemma 2.4 is completed.
3. SEVERAL ESTIMATES OF SOLUTIONS
Let us consider the following equation
u
t
+
um
x
=0 (3.1)
in Q=R_(0, +) with initial value conditions
u(x, 0)=u0(x) (3.2)
for all x # R, where u0 # L(R) & BV(R) is a non-negative function in R.
From [15], the Cauchy problem (3.1)(3.2) has a unique non-negative
solution u which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) For all T # (0, +), we have
u # L(0, +; L1(R)) & L(Q) & BV(QT). (3.3)
(ii) For any , # C 0 (Q) with ,0, we have
||
Q \ |u&k|
,
t
+|um&km |
,
x+ dx dt0 \k # R. (3.4)
(iii) For any  # C 0 (R), we have
ess lim
t  0+ |R (x) u(x, t) dx=|R (x) u0(x) dx. (3.5)
By using (3.3)(3.5) and a proof of [15], for a.e. s # (0, +) and a.e.
t # (0, +) with s<t, we have
|
R
u(x, t) ,(x, t) dx&|
R
u(x, s) ,(x, s) dx=||
Q \u
,
t
+um
,
x+ dx d{ (3.6)
for all , # C1(0, +; C 0 (R)) with ,0.
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In addition, we have the following results.
Lemma 3.1. Let u be a solution of the Cauchy problem (3.1)(3.2). Then
we have
u
t
&
ku
t
,
um
x

ku
t
in the sense of distribution, where k=1(m&1).
Proof. Denote a number of functions by
ur(x, t)=ru(x, rm&1 t), (x, t) # Q (3.7)
for all r # (12, 1). Clearly, the function ur is the unique solution of Eq. (3.1)
with the following initial condition
ur(x, 0)=ru0(x)u0(x), a.e. x # R, (3.8)
for r # (12, 1). Using (3.1), (3.2), (3.8), and the comparison principle, we
get
ur(x, t)u(x, t) (3.9)
for a.e. (x, t) # Q. From (3.7) and (3.9), it follows that
u(x, *t)&u(x, t)
*t&t

[*&1(m&1)&1] u(x, t)
*t&t
for a.e. (x, t) # Q, where *=rm&1 # (21&m, 1). Letting *  1& in the above
inequality, we obtain
u
t
&
u
(m&1) t
in the sense of distribution. Combining the above inequality and (3.1), we
get the conclusions of Lemma 3.1. Thus Lemma 3.1 is proved.
Lemma 3.2. Let u be a solution of the Cauchy problem (3.1)(3.2). Then
we have
8(t)Ct&1m9 1m(t)+C9(t)
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for a.e. t # (0, +), where
8(t)=sup
R>r _ess sup&R<x<0
u(x, t)
R1(m&1)& , r>0; (3.10)
9(t)=sup
R>r _R&m(m&1) |
0
&R
u(x, t) dx& , r>0. (3.11)
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.1 and using (3.3) we conclude that
8 # L(0, +), 9 # L(0, +). (3.12)
For = # (0, 1), denote a number of nonnegative functions Z= # C 0 (R)
such that
supp Z=/(&=, =), |
R
Z=(x) dx=1. (3.13)
Then, by Lemma 3.1 and (3.13), we have

x
[(Z= V um)(x, t)]
k
t
Z= V um(x, t) (3.14)
for all x # R and a.e. t # (0, +).
For R # (0, +), denote a number of non-negative functions !R # C(R)
such that
{
!R(x)=1
!R(x)=0
0!$R(x)
C
R
\x # (&R, +);
\x # (&, &2R);
\x # R.
(3.15)
Using (3.14) and (3.15), we compute
(Z= V um)(x, t)
=!R(x)(Z= V um)(x, t)&!R(&2R)(Z= V um)(&2R, t)
=|
x
&2R

y
[!R( y)(Z= V um)( y, t)] dy
=|
x
&2R
!R( y)

y
[(Z= V um)( y, t)] dy+|
x
&2R
!$R( y)[(Z= V um)( y, t)] dy

k
t |
x
&2R
(Z= V u)( y, t) dy+
C
R |
x
&2R
(Z= V um)( y, t) dy

k
t |
0
&2R
(Z= V u)( y, t) dy+
C
R |
0
&2R
(Z= V um)( y, t) dy
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for x # (&R, 0). Letting =  0 and using (3.12), we get
ess sup
&R<x<0
um(x, t)

k
t |
0
&2R
u(x, t) dx+
C
R |
0
&2R
um(x, t) dx

k
t |
0
&2R
u(x, t) dx+C ess sup
&2R<x<0
um&1(x, t)
2R |
0
&2R
u(x, t) dx
for all R>r. This implies that equation1
ess sup
&R<x<0
u(x, t)
R1(m&1)

C
t1m {R&m(m&1) |
0
&2R
u(x, t) dx=
1m
+C {ess sup&2R<x<0
u(x, t)
(2R)1(m&1)=
(m&1)m
_{(2R)&m(m&1) |
0
&2R
u(x, t) dx=
1m

C
t1m
9 1m(t)+8(m&1)m (t) 9 1m(t)
for all R>r. Thus we have
8(t)Ct&1m 91m(t)+C8(m&1)m(t) 9 1m(t).
Using Young’s inequality we have
8(t) 12 8(t)+Ct
&1m91m(t)+C9(t).
Therefore, the proof of Lemma 3.2 is completed.
Lemma 3.3 Let u be a solution of the Cauchy problem (3.1)(3.2). Then
we have
9(t)CNr+C |
t
0
8m&1({) 9({) d{
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for a.e. t # (0, +), where 8( } ) and 9( } ) are defined by (3.10) and (3.11),
and
Nr=sup
R>r _R&m(m&1) |
0
&R
u0(x) dx& .
Proof. For \ # (0, +), we denote by ‘\ # C(R) a number of
non-negative functions such that
‘\(x)=0 \x # (0, +);
{‘\(x)=1 \x # (&, &\); (3.16)‘$\(x)0 \x # .
Choosing ,(x, t)#!R(x) ‘\(x) in (3.6) we have
|
R
!R(x) ‘\(x) u(x, t) dx
=|
R
!R(x) ‘\(x) u0(x) dx+|
t
0
|
R
um(x, {)[!R(x) ‘\(x)]$ dx d{
=|
R
!R(x) ‘\(x) u0(x) dx+|
t
0
|
R
um!$R(x) ‘\(x) dx d{
+|
t
0
|
R
um !R(x) ‘$\(x) dx d{
|
0
&2R
u0(x) dx+
C
R |
t
0
|
0
&2R
um dx d{.
Letting \  0, by (3.16), we get
R&m(m&1) |
0
&R
u(x, t) dx
C(2R)&m(m&1) |
0
&2R
u0(x) dx+C |
t
0 _ess sup&2R<x< y
u(x, {)
(2R)1(m&1)&
m&1
__(2R)&m(m&1) |
0
&2R
u(x, {) dx& d{
for all R>r. This implies that
R&m(m&1) |
0
&R
u(x, t) dxCNr+C |
t
0
8m&1({) 9({) d{
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for all R>r. Thus the conclusion of Lemma 3.3 is true. The proof of
Lemma 3.3 is completed.
We now discuss the following L1loc and L

loc estimates of u.
Proposition 3.1 Let r # (0, +) and u be a solution of the Cauchy
problem (3.1)(3.2). Then there exist positive constants #1 , #2 , and #3 depending
only on m such that
{
sup
R>r _R&m(m&1) |
0
&R
u(x, t) dx&#1Nr ,
sup
R>r _R&1(m&1) ess sup&R<x<0 u(x, t)&#2 _Nr+\
Nr
t +
1m
&
for a.e. t # (0, Tr(u0)), where Tr(u0)=#3N &(m&1)r .
Proof. From Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, it follows that
9(t)#Nr+# |
t
0
[{(m&1)m92&1m({)+9 m({)] d{
for a.e. t # (0, +), where 8( } ) and 9( } ) are defined by (3.10) and (3.11),
# is a positive constant depending only on m. Using the comparison
principle, we have
9(t) y(t) (3.17)
for a.e. t # (0, T*), where y(t) is the smooth solution of the following
problem
y$(t)=#t&(m&1)my2&1m(t)+#ym(t), y(0)=#Nr , (3.18)
and
T*={min[m# (#Nr)
&(m&1) ; # m(#Nr)&(m&1)]
min[2&(m&1) 2 (2m&1)(#Nr)&(m&1) ; # m(#Nr)&(m&1)]
if m m,
if m <m,
with # =14#(m&1) and m =2&1m.
Choosing
:=2&
1
m
, ;=m, *=
m&1
m
, A=#Nr , B=#
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in Lemma 2.2 and using (3.18), we conclude that
y(t)2m(m&1)#Nr##1Nr (3.19)
for a.e. t # (0, T*).
Denote by
Tr(u0)=#3N &(m&1)r
where #3=#&(m&1) min[1; m# ; # m; 2&(m&1)
2 (2m&1)]. Therefore, we have
0Tr(u0)T*.
By (3.17) and (3.19), we get
9(t)#1Nr
for a.e. t # (0, Tr(u0)). In addition, by applying Lemma 3.2, we have the
conclusion of Proposition 3.1. Thus the proof is completed.
Proposition 3.2 Assume that r # (0, +), l # (0, +), and u is a
solution of the Cauchy problem (3.1)(3.2). Then exists a positive constant #4
depending only on m such that
ess sup
0<x<l
u(x, t)#4 _r1(m&1) Nr+\r+lt +
1(m&1)
&
for a.e. t # (0, +).
Proof. Assume that Z= and !R are defined by (3.13) and (3.15),
respectively. Denote /R(x)=!R(x&R) for all x # R. Then, for R # (0, +),
l # (0, +), using (3.14) we compute
Z= V um(x, t)=|
x
&R

y
[/R( y)(Z= V um)( y, t)& dy

k
t |
x
&R
/R( y)(Z= V u)( y, t) dy+|
x
&R
/$R( y)(Z= V um)( y, t) dy
for all x # (0, l ). Letting =  0, by (3.14) and (3.15), we have
ess sup
0<x<l
um(x, t)
k
t |
l
&R
u( y, t) dy+
C
R |
0
&R
um( y, t) dy.
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Applying Young’s inequality and Proposition 3.1, we get
ess sup
0<x<l
u(x, t)\kt |
l
&R
u( y, t) dy+
C
R |
0
&R
um( y, t) dy+
1m
C \ lt+
1m
(ess sup
0<x<l
u(x, t))1m
+Ct&1m \|
0
&R
u( y, t) dy+
1m
+CR1(m&1) } R&1(m&1) ess sup
&R<x<0
u(x, t)

1
2
ess sup
0<x<l
u(x, t)+\lt+
1(m&1)
+Ct&1mR1(m&1) N 1mr
+CR1(m&1) _Nr+\Nrt +
1m
&

1
2
ess sup
0<x<l
u(x, t)+C _R1(m&1) Nr+\R+lt +
1(m&1)
& ,
which implies that
ess sup
0<x<l
u(x, t)C _R1(m&1)Nr+\R+lt +
1(m&1)
&
for all R # (r, +). Letting R  r we get
ess sup
0<x<l
u(x, t)C _r1(m&1)Nr+\r+lt +
1(m&1)
&
for a.e. t # (0, +). Thus Proposition 3.2 is proved.
Proposition 3.3 Let r # (0, +) and u be a solution of the Cauchy
problem (3.1)(3.2). Then we have
|u|BVt (0T (R))+|u
m |BVx (0T (R))#5 R
m(m&1) _N mr +\1T+
m(m&1)
&
for all R # (r, +) and all T # (0, Tr(u0)), where 0T(R)=(&R, R)_(T2, T )
and #5 is positive constant depending only on m.
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Proof. Using Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, we have
ess sup
&2R<x<2R
u(x, t)ess sup
&2R<x0
u(x, t)+ess sup
0<x<2R
u(x, t)
CR1(m&1) _Nr+\Nrt +
1m
&
+C _r1(m&1) Nr+\r+2Rt +
1(m&1)
&
CR1(m&1) _Nr+\1t+
1(m&1)
&
for all R # (r, +) and a.e. t # (0, Tr(u0)). This implies that
ess sup
&2R<x<2R
u(x, t)CR1(m&1) _Nr+\1t+
1(m&1)
& . (3.20)
However, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that
(tku)
t
=tk
u
t
+ktk&1 u0 (3.21)
in the sense of distribution, where k=1(m&1). Using (3.3) and (3.21), we
conclude that (tku)t is a non-negative finite Borel measure in QT . By
these properties of (tku)t and Definition 2.2, we also have
|tk u|BVt (0T (R))= sup
, # C 0
 (0T (R)), &1,1
}&||0T (R)
,
t
(tku) dx dt }
= sup
, # C 0
 (0T (R)), &1,1
}||0T (R) ,
(tku)
t }
 sup
, # C 0
 (0T (R)), &1,1
||
0T (R)
|,|
(tku)
t
||
0T (R)
(tku)
t
||
0T (R)
(.R(x) %=(t))
(tku)
t
||
(&2R, 2R)_(T2&=, T+=)
(.R(x) %=(t))
(tku)
t
=&||
(&2R, 2R)_(T2&=, T+=)
(.R(x) %=(t))
t
(tku(x, t)) dx dt,
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where .R # C 0 (&2R, 2R) and %= # C

0 (T2&=, T+=) are functions satisfying
the following conditions:
.R=1 in (&R, R); 0.R1, |.$R |CR&1 in (&2R, 2R),
%= 1 in (T2, T ); 0%=1 in (T2&=, T+=).
This implies that
|tku| BVt (0T (R))&||
(&2R, 2R)_(T2&=, T+=)
(.R(x) %=(t))
t
(tku(x, t)) dx dt.
(3.22)
By (3.6), we have
u
t
=&
um
x
(3.23)
in the sense of distribution.
Denote 0=T (2R)=(&2R, 2R)_(T2&=, T+=). Then, it follows from
(3.21)(3.23) that
|tku| BVt (0T (R))||
0=T (2R)
%=(t)[tk.$R(x) um+ktk&1.R(x)u] dx dt
for all = # (0, T2). Letting =  0, we get
|tku|BVt(0T (R))||
0T (2R)
[tk.$R(x) um+ktk&1 .R(x)u] dx dt. (3.24)
Applying Young’s inequality, (3.20), and (3.24), we compute
|u|BVt (0T (R))=|t
&k(tku)|BVt (0T (R))
CT &k |tku|BVt (0T (R))+CT
&1 ||
0T (R)
u dx dt
CT &k ||
0T (2R)
[tk.$R(x) um+ktk&1.R(x)u] dx dt
+CT &1 ||
0T (R)
u dx dt
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C ||
0T (2R)
|.$R(x)| um dx dt+CT &1 ||
0T (2R)
u dx dt
CRm(m&1) [Nr+(2T )1(m&1) ]m
+CT &1Rm(m&1)[Nr+(2T )1(m&1)]
CRm(m&1)[Nr+(2T )1(m&1)]m
+CRm(m&1) [[Nr+(2T )1(m&1)]m+T &m(m&1)]
CRm(m&1) _N mr +\1T+
m(m&1)
&
for all R>r. This implies that
|u|BVt (0T (R))CR
m(m&1) _N mr +\1T+
m(m&1)
& . (3.25)
By (3.23) and (3.25), we conclude that the conclusion of Proposition 3.3 is
true. Thus the proof of Proposition 3.3 is completed.
4. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS
In this section we shall prove the existence in Theorem 1.1. We consider
the Cauchy problem of the equation
u
t
+
um
x
=0 (4.1)
in Q with the following initial value conditions
u(x, 0)=+n(x) (4.2)
for all x # R, where n1, +n(x)=(gn V + n)(x), gn # C 0 (R) and + n are
non-negative functions satisfying the following conditions:
supp gn/(&1n, 1n), |
R
gn(x) dx=1; (4.3)
+ n(x)=+(x&1n) if |x|n; + n(x)=0 if |x|>n. (4.4)
By (4.3) and (4.4), we conclude that +n # C 0 (R) are non-negative functions
which have the following properties:
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sup
R>r \R&m(m&1) |
0
&R
+n(x) dx+C supR>r \R&m(m&1) |
0
&R
d+(x)+ , (4.5)
lim
n  + |R (x) +n(x) dx=|R (x) d+(x) \ # C

0 (R). (4.6)
Clearly, the Cauchy problem (4.1)(4.2) has a unique non-negative
solution un satisfying (3.3)(3.5).
In addition, for T # (0, T(+)), there exists a positive constant r # (0, +)
such that TTr(+). Using (4.5) and the estimates in Propositions 3.13.3,
we can select a subsequence [unj] of [un] such that
unj  u a.e. in K (4.7)
as nj  + for every compact set K/QT .
Now, let us prove that the function u is a solution of the Cauchy
problem (1.1)(1.2) in QT .
Applying Propositions 3.13.3 and using (4.7) we conclude that u is a
non-negative function satisfying [H1]. In addition, by (4.7), u also satisfies
[H2], since un satisfies (3.4). Therefore, by Definition 1.1, u is a solution
of (1.1).
We now prove that u satisfies the initial condition (1.2) in the following
sense:
ess lim
t  0 + |R (x) u(x, t) dx=|R (x) d+(x)
for all  # C 0 (R).
For any  # C 0 (R), there exists a positive constant L such that
supp /(&L, L).
Let us consider the following function
Un(x, t)=un(x+L, t)
for (x, t) # QT , where un is the above solution of (4.1)(4.2). Clearly, Un is
a solution of Eq. (4.1) with the following initial condition
Un(x, 0)=+n(x+L) x # R.
For Un(x, t), applying Proposition 3.1 and using (4.5), we have
sup
R>r _R&m(m&1) |
0
&R
Un(x, t) dx&CMr(L), (4.8)
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and
sup
R>r _R&1(m&1) ess sup&R<x<0 Un(x, t)&C _Mr(L)+\
Mr(L)
t +
1m
& (4.9)
for a.e. t # (0, Tr(+; L)), where
Mr(L)=sup
R>r \R&m(m&1) |
L
L&R
d++ , Tr(+; L)=CM &(m&1)r (L).
By the definition of Un , using (4.8) and (4.9), we obtain
sup
R>r _R&m(m&1) |
L
L&R
un(x, t) dx&CMr(L), (4.10)
and
sup
R>r _R&1(m&1) ess supL&R<x<L un(x, t)&C _Mr(L)+\
Mr(L)
t +
1m
(4.11)
for a.e. t # (0, Tr(+; L)).
Choosing ,(x, t)#(x) in (3.6) and using (4.10) and (4.11), we compute
}|R un(x, t) (x) dx&|R un(x, s) (x) dx }
|$|L  (R) |
t
s
|
L
&L
umn (x, {) dx d{.
|$|L  (R) |
t
s {ess supx # (&L, L) um&1(x, {) |
L
&L
un(x, {) dx= d{
C4(t+t1m),
which implies that
}|R un(x, t) (x) dx&|R un(x, s) (x) dx }4(t+t1m)
for a.e. t # (s, min[T ; Tr(+; L)]) with s # (0, min[T ; Tr(+; L)]), where 4 is
a positive constant depending only on m, L, R, Mr(L), and . Letting s  0
and n=nj  +, by (4.6) and (4.7), we conclude that u satisfies the initial
condition (1.2) in the sense of Definition 1.2. Thus the proof of the existence
in Theorem 1.1 is completed.
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5. UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS
Throughout this section, B stands for a positive constant depending only
on m and Mr .
In this section we shall prove the uniqueness in Theorem 1.1. The proof
is based on the following Proposition.
Proposition 5.1 Let u and v be two solutions of the Cauchy problem
(1.1)(1.2) in QT for some T # (0, +). If u and v satisfy (1.4) and (1.5) and
ess lim
t  0 |
R
&R
|u(x, t)&v(x, t)| dx=0 \R # (0, +), (5.1)
then u(x, t)=v(x, t) for a.e. (x, t) # QT .
Proof. Using (1.5) we get
u(x, t)+v(x, t)B(1+x2)1[2(m&1)] t&1m (5.2)
for a.e. (x, t) # (&, 0)_(0, T ). This implies that
A(x, t)B1(1+x2)12 t&(m&1)m (5.3)
for a.e. (x, t) # (&, 0)_(0, T ), where A(x, t)=(um&vm)(u&v) if u{v,
A(x, t)=0 if u=v, and B1 is a positive constant depending only on m
and Mr .
Denote an auxiliary function
|(x, t)=x2&(1+x
2)&: exp[;(T 1m&t1m)], (5.4)
where x&=max[&x, 0], :=m(2m&2)+2, ;=2mB1:.
Using (5.3) and (5.4) we get
wt+A(x, t) wx0 for a.e. (x, t) # QT . (5.5)
For h>0 and R>0, taking ’R(x) and Jh(t) defined by (2.20) and (2.21)
and choosing ,(x, t)=’R(x) |(x) Jh(t) in the first inequality of Lemma 2.3
we get
||
QT
’R(x) |(x) J$h(t) |u(x, t)&v(x, t)| dx dt
&||
QT
’$R(x) |(x) Jh(t) |um(x, t)&vm(x, t)| dx dt
&||
QT
’R(x) Jh(t) |u(x, t)&v(x, t)| (|t+A(x, t)|x) dx dt. (5.6)
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From (5.2) we compute
}||QT ’$R(x) |(x) Jh(t) |u
m(x, t)&vm(x, t)| dx dt }Bh&1R&1. (5.7)
Combining (5.5) and (5.7) with (5.6), we have
||
QT
’R(x) |(x) J$h(t) |u(x, t)&v(x, t)| dx dt&Bh&1R&1
for all R # (0, +). Letting R  + and h  0 we get
|
R
|(x, t2) |u(x, t2)&v(x, t2)| dx|
R
|(x, t1) |u(x, t1)&v(x, t1)| dx (5.8)
for a.e. t1 # (0, T ) and a.e. t2 # (0, T ) with t1<t2 .
For any positive integer k, by (1.4), we compute
|
&2 k
&
|(x, t1) |u(x, t1)&v(x, t1)| dx
= :
+
i=k
|
&2 i
&2 i+1
|(x, t1) |u(x, t1)&v(x, t1)| dx
 :
+
i=k
B2&2i(:&1) |
&2 i
&2 i+1
|u(x, t1)&v(x, t1)| dx
B :
+
i=k
2&2i(:&1) } 2 im(m&1)
which implies that
|
&2k
&
|(x, t1) |u(x, t1)&v(x, t1)| dxB2&k. (5.9)
Therefore, combining (5.8) with (5.9) we have
|
R
|(x, t2) |u(x, t2)&v(x, t2)| dxB |
0
&2k
|u(x, t1)&v(x, t1)| dx+B2&k.
Using (5.1) and letting t1  0 and k  +, we have
|
R
|(x, t2) |u(x, t2)&v(x, t2)| dx=0,
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which implies that
u(x, t)=v(x, t) for a.e. (x, t) # (&, 0]_(0, T ). (5.10)
Taking Jh(t), !R , and ‘\ which are defined by (2.21), (3.15), and (3.16),
respectively, and choosing ,(x, t)=Jh(t) !R(x&R) ‘\(x&2\) in the first
inequality of Lemma 2.3, we get
||
QT
!R(x&R) ‘\(x&2\) J$h |u&v| dx dt
&||
QT
Jh[!$R(x&R) ‘\(x&2\)+!R(x&R) ‘$\(x&2\)] |um&vm | dx dt.
Applying (5.10), (3.15), and (3.16) we conclude that
||
QT
!R(x&R) ‘\(x&2\) J$h(t) |u&v| dx dt0.
Letting h  0, we conclude that
|
R
!R(x&R) ‘\(x&2\) |u(x, t2)&v(x, t2)| dx
|
R
!R(x&R) ‘\(x&2\) |u(x, t1)&v(x, t1)| dx,
which implies that
|
\
0
|u(x, t2)&v(x, t2)| dx|
2\
0
|u(x, t1)&v(x, t1)| dx
for a.e. t1 # (0, T ) and a.e. t2 # (0, T ) with t1<t2 . Setting t1  0, by (5.1),
we have
|
\
0
|u(x, t2)&v(x, t2)| dx=0,
which implies that u(x, t)=v(x, t) for a.e. (x, t) # (0, \)_(0, T ). Letting
\  + we have
u(x, t)=v(x, t)
for a.e. (x, t) # (0, +)_(0, T ). Thus, by (5.10), the proof of Proposition
5.1 is completed.
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Proof of the Uniqueness in Theorem 1.1. Let vR be the unique solution
of the Cauchy problem for Eq. (1.1) with the following initial condition
vR(x, 0)=’R(x) +(x) \x # R, (5.11)
where ’R is defined by (2.20).
For any u # D(T ), using Lemma 2.4 we get
vR(x, t)u(x, t) for a.e. (x, t) # QT , (5.12)
where
D(T )=[u: u is a solution of (1.1)(1.2) in QT and satisfies (1.4) and (1.5)].
As in (4.7), there exists a subsequence [vRn] of [vR] such that
vRn  v for a.e. (x, t) # K (5.13)
as Rn  + for every compact set K/QT . In addition, as in the proof of
the existence in Theorem 1.1, we obtain v # D(T ). Letting R=Rn  + in
(5.12), by (5.13), we have
v(x, t)u(x, t) a.e. (x, t) # QT
for all u # D(T ). By the above inequality and Definition 1.2, we get
ess lim
t  0 |
R
&R
|u(x, t)&v(x, t)| dx=0 \R>0.
Using the above limit and applying Proposition 5.1, we conclude that
v(x, t)=u(x, t) a.e. (x, t) # QT
for all u # D(T ). Thus, D(T )=[v], and then the uniqueness of Theorem 1.1
is proved.
6. NONEXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.2, i.e., we shall prove that there
is no solution of the following Cauchy problem
u
t
+
um
x
=0 (6.1)
u(x, 0)=+(x) \x # R, (6.2)
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where
+(x)=&*(x)# :

i=1
2 i*$(x+2i ) \x # R
with *>m(m&1).
If the Cauchy problem (6.1)(6.2) has a solution in QT for some
T # (0, +), then by Lemma 2.4 we have
un(x, t)u(x, t) for a.e. (x, t) # QT , (6.3)
where un is the unique solution (see [15]) of Eq. (6.1) with the following
initial data
un(x, 0)=2n*$(x+2n) \x # R,
i.e.,
un(x, t)={\
x+2n
mt +
1(m&1)
, if &2nxSn(t)&2n,
0, otherwise,
with Sn(t)=m(2n*(m&1))(m&1)m t1m.
Clearly, for *>m(m&1), there exists a positive integer n0=n0(T ) such
that
Sn(T4)&2n=m[2n*(m&1)] (m&1)m (T4)1m&2n1
for every nn0 . Thus by (6.3) we get
u(x, t)un(x, t)=\x+2
n
mt +
1(m&1)
\nn0
for a.e. (x, t) # (0, 1)_(T4, T2). This implies that
|
T2
T4
|
1
0
u(x, t) dx dt|
T2
T4
|
1
0 \
x+2n
mt +
1(m&1)
dx dtCT &1(m&1) 2n(m&1)
for all nn0 . Therefore, we have
|
T2
T4
|
1
0
u(x, t) dx dtCT &1(m&1) 2n(m&1)
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for all nn0 . Letting n  +, we obtain
|
T2
T4
|
1
0
u(x, t) dx dt=+
which contradicts [H1] in Definition 1.1. Thus the proof of Theorem 1.2
is completed.
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